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 and 
a 
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  
Through
 no 
fault 
of the 
students.
 in 
ill 
probability
 the
 
San 
Jose
 State
 
Teachers'
 
College
 
budget.  
:Intl 
likewise  
the 
budgets  
of 
similar
 
California
 
colleges,
 will 
be cut 
only 
to 
the 
extent  
of 18 
per 
cent.  
instead  
of the
 
proposed  
35 
per  
cent  
slash.
 
For 
this 
heartening
 
condition.  
we can 
credit 
several
 of 
our 
steadfast  
friends.  
of
 whom 
the 
most
 
oustanding
 
is
 Sen-
ator  
Herbert
 C. 
Jones. 
Senator
 Jones
 has 
worked  
desper-
ately on 
these 
vital 
measures  
in order
 that 
the 
colleges  
might 
operate  
viithout  
charging 
an 
increased  
tuition 
fee.  
which  
would  
force
 63 per 
cent of 
San 
Jose
 Stale 
students 
out 
of 
school.
 
The 
lethargic  
attitude  of 
State  
students
 on 
this
 budget 
measure is 
dillieult 
to
 understand.
 These 
identical 
students 
would 
foam
 and fret
 if next 
year  a fifty 
dollar ludion
 fee 
were 
charged.  and 
yet, only a 
pathetic few
 were able
 to 
summon
 enough
 energy 
to
 pick up a 
pen and 
write  a pro-
testing
 letter to 
their  
representatives.
 
There 
appears  to be 
no remedy 
for this steming
 apa-
thy.
 Assail the
 S1014.11(14 - 
no response.'
 Call mass 
meet-
ings
 to clarify 
the issues 
no response.'
 Threaten
 their 
college  
existence-
 no 
response.'  
What  is 
there
 left to 
do?  
Apparently our 
democratic systems 
so instill and int-
' 
pregnate  the 
spirit  of 
infantilism 
within  us, that me can-
not break
 the 
shackles eorn 
in 
college.
 
Thank 
God we 
have such 
men as 
Senator  Jones and 
Dr. 
MacQuarrie  to 
guard  our 
interests'  11. 
II.
  
Campus
 
Oddities
 
Dr.  Hick's 
ties and 
shoes.  
Dr.
 Holliday's
 Mows. 
. . . 
   
Louis 
Scales' 
blushes.  
Evelyn 
Lopez' 
fantastic
 eye- 
 
   
brows. 
Miss  
Sprague's
 unfailing 
joie de 
vivre.
 
Harlon  
Buettner's  walk. 
Duthie
 
NIontgoineo's
 
faith in 
humanity.
 
 
  
1:11e1 
Hess's  
silence
 on 
whether  
1114 111`
 is married 
1()  Nlargaret 
Traganza.
 
.   
Ttr. 
Elder's,
 -Now does 
every 
!Katy see?"
 
'Monroe 
Liolyard's white 
shoes 
Whoops!
 
  
 
lioasso's
 imitation  of 
Min  
nit. Mouse. 
  
Caliban's  
Calummes  
 
Dr
 
Charles
 
Joy
 
Will  
Speak
 
io
 
Students
 
and 
Faculty
 
SERMONETTES  
Of
 Rev. Lucifer 
Q. MeMstoffle 
(Or 
What  I Dream 
About
 in 
Church)
 
Morning
 SermonThe
 Man 
Who 
Discovered
 Himself:  
at 
Two  
O'clock
 
Dr.  
Charles
 
loo 
national
 field
 
executive
 
of 
the 
Unitarian
 
Church.,
 
will 
speak
 to 
all 
inter
-
What 
HoWhat
 Ho! 
 
cried  
tiVet(ilitatTliettnit:
 
alehdeuft7rultynt
 
tottiv.a,uy  
Eustace Pilbeam as 
he
 
shook  
the
 
o'clock  on 
the 
subject,
 
"Soft 
Coal
 
white linen 
sheets 
away 
from 
and 
Human  
Lire...  
his 
nile-green
 and
 orchid 
pajamas. 
What  
llo!Ike
 
shouted
 
jubilantly  
Dr.
 Joy 
is a 
noted
 
leader
 in 
the 
as 
he swung 
his left 
leg 
over the 
Unitarian
 
Church
 
organization,
 
chandelier
 and 
did a 
sommer-
soul'
 over the 
grand 
piano.
 "Come 
now, where are you, Eustace. old 
hcan?"  he 
asked 
himself  
enthusi-
astically.
 A 
puzzled
 
expression  
swept over
 his face
 and then
 sud-
denly
 that 
very  same 
face beamed
 
just as the 
sun  
beams
 
when it 
rises (iver the 
peak 
of 
Mount 
Ev-
erest, 
"Wily., 
there 
you  are, 
Eus-
lace,
 you 
old 
kippered
-herring,
 
right in 
bed 
just 
where  
you  
should
 be 
about 
one 
I).  to. 
on
 a 
Sunday
 
morning.  
And 
the 
moral  
of
 that 
sermon 
is: 
Early  to 
bed 
and 
early  to 
rise 
makes  
Eustace  
a 
dull  
boy.  
1 
heron
 Fox's "I 
knew 
her 
 
  
Evening 
Sermon:The
 
Wary  lo 
Choose
 the Right 
Path: 
Timothy,
 was a Boy 
Scout. Ile 
was
 trying 
to geass 
his test
 on do-
ing 
a fourteen
 mile 
hike.  
Already
 
he had 
picked up 
a ride 
that
 had 
saved  him 
eight 
miles,  and 
had 
found
 a 
short-cut  
that 
saved  
him  
live, 
and  now 
he 
was  
doing
 his 
last 
mile.  
Ile  
suddenly
 
came
 to 
a 
fork
 
in the road.
 
"Which one
 
is 
the  right 
path?" 
thought 
Timothy 
out 
loud. 
He
 always
 thought
 out 
loud.  That 
was how 
he passed 
his exes
 at 
school.
 
"Undoubted-
ly,"  he 
continued  
to
 think, 
"the  
right 
road  is 
the  right 
road, but
 
the
 left one
 is the 
one that
 leads 
home." 
Just 
then the
 devil 
dis-
guised 
as a 
College 
Professor
 
popped
 out 
of an 
ink -well, 
and 
911111,
 "Timothy,
 follow 
me. The
 
having
 
been 
connected
 
with
 it 
for  
a 
period
 
before  
the 
World
 
War  
and 
again  
since.
 
fie, with
 
David  
Starr  
Jordan,
 was
 one
 of 
the 
very  
few 
pacifists  
during
 lite
 war
 to 
stand 
resolutely
 for 
his 
princi-
ples. 
Cenacle
 
Momus
 
Enjoys
 
Annual
 
Picnic
 
at 
Alum  
Rock 
This 
Afternoon
 
This 
afternoon
 
Cenaele  
Momus
 
is 
holding  
its 
annual  
picnic 
at 
Alum  
Rock 
l'ark. 
Only
 
those  
showing
 
dues  
cards  
will  be 
ad-
mitted. 
Games,
 food, 
liquid
 
re-
freshments
 
and
 
more
 
food
 
will  
be 
Ihe  
order
 of 
the  
(lay.
 
The
 club 
is 
furnishing
 
transpor-
tation 
in 
addition,  
and 
ears 
will  
leave
 the 
Seventh
 and 
San 
Anto-
nio 
entrance  
at 1:15. 
2:15, 
3:15,  
and  
4:15.
 If 
you 
have  
not
 yet 
paid 
your 
dues,  
bring  
fifteen
 cents
 
and
 a 
card
 will
 be 
given  
you
 as 
you 
leave.
 
LOST 
The 
owner 
of
 the MIX by ten 
black 
leather  
binder  
with  the 
name  
"Robt.
 
Fisher"
 
engraved  in 
gold 
in the 
lower
 right 
hand 
cor-
ner, would
 
appreciate
 Ihe 
return 
of
 said 
binder,
 which
 w as 
taken,
 
together
 with 
notes of 
value  only 
right road 
can 
only be 
the  
right
 
to
 
the
 
owner,  
from  backetage of 
road,
 
therefore.  only the 
left 
is
 
the
 
Morris 
Dailey
 Auditorium 
last  
left." "True
 
enough," tooth 
Tim. 
Friday 
ofternon.  
A reward 
will 
othy,
 
foe
 
the
 
DevaN
 
logic
 (.,. will be gisen
 for 
the return of 
the 
fused him.
 Then if 
only  the left 
hinder to 
the Times 
office. 
is 
left
 and the 
right is 
right,  you 
cnn 
otiPy  take the 
right., but just
 
then 
Timothy
 heard
 his mother
 
call
 hint. and 
took the 
left  road, 
which  vcas the 
right  road 
after  
all. 
And  so 
Timothy
 passed 
his 
His 
BrotherOr  
Further  Ati 
ventures
 of 
Enslave:  
"Oh. 
Enslave." 
purred 
the 
Duchess, 
"You (to the most 
awful 
things."
 
Do
 
You
 
Know?
 
That 
tomorrow
 
the
 
women
 
a 
the University
 
of 
Pittsburg,
 
fu 
the first
 
time
 
in 
its  
history,
 
hove
 representatives
 
on
 
the
 
stu  
dent council? 
That
 verly recently
 
the
 
A.
 
NY.S.
 
president
 
suggested
 
a 
nice
 
juicy  
murder
 to liven
 
things
 
around
 
the
 
old Alma Mater?
 
Whoever
 
is
 
is 
wrong  
with her had
 
better
 
square
 
things becauseAdult
 
Mae  
has
 
the 
reputation
 of starling
 
things
 lami 
she can finish 'cm 
loud
 
' " 
That 
in at rerent  
issue  
of 
Times 
the French
 Club 
(Cenacle  
Moran
 
to you) 
W119 reported 
as
 
going  
places? The author asked Ote 
president just where it 
was
 
go. 
ing, and 
she, 
blushing
 
deeply, 
hastened
 to 
reply that
 
Alum
 
Rock  
was 
tlw  destination!
 
Oh 
well, 
you never
 
can  tell 
about
 
thg 
French Club! 
 
  
'That 
hazinjg
 was 
suddenly
 
abut. 
ished  at 
Lincoln  Nlemorial 
anew.  
sity when an upper Mumtaz 
grabbed a prof
 by mistake. May. 
be that 
was no 
mistake! 
biking  
test
 and by 
passing 
others 
"Why 
what 
have
 I rhone
 
in much
 the 
same
 
manner
 
soon
 
Duchess,"  queried 
l'rnstace in a 
became
 an 
F.eigle
 Scout, and at 
the  
sorrowful  tone. 
same 
time  learned to 
chose  
the
 
"I 
do believe you
 have been in -
right path. 
leo the 
plum Om 
again, and 1 
"  
wouldn't 
swear
 1,, 
it Ind I do be -
Vesper
 Sermon: I 
E'ound Ilw 
True 
Light.  
I 
was  only a little
 
sewer -wash -
when"
 
attitude  
toward  
a 
ecelnill
 
er's  (laughter. When my 
father
 
girl. 
died
 what did I 
know
 about tlw 
. . . 
big city. 
Pardon
 me v, 
hile  I take 
WilY we 
don't  PO Ike
 
w"rsi  
Iiiike  for 
a Strange 
Interlude
oddity
 of the 
campus 
in this. 
eStire I 
knew  all 
about el. I cooly 
lived there 
all my 
life. but 
don't  
Societies,
 
Attention!  
pay any 
etttention  I,. that 
'treatise
 
it makes 
kl better 
story the other 
way.)When
 I 
111.-.1
 ent 
gra:Wines 
house  all 
alone,
 
syliot
 
wet( I tio do. I 
%vent  ..II 
the
 ss es 
up the
 long 
Week  stairs 
and
 d..osei 
the 
long
 dark hall and 
into  dark 
ilork When suddenly grand
 
pa shouts, "Whyn'clut turn 
on
 de 
halo?" 
is the
 loloo,Py 
thing?"
 
1 
the hark %van- 
-push  
the 
AA'iiii. t \\ 
unfit 
bumped 
into the 
mut then 
the button, and that is 
loos I found the 
trite  
figilt  
 " 
I s redid'. Sermon: Eters \Lin and 
TIo 
1..1 Torre 
stair 
wishes
 
to 
impress
 upon the 
minds
 of Ilte 
or-
ganization 
heads 
that if 
their  
lists  
Dr. 
liderquist's
 
unprofessorish
 
members
 and 
the 
o,,,,miginy.
 
sense Of humor.
 
Iliml
 bless 
her./
 lug 
oetiele is 
not  Inkniled 
10
 Mks 
Fisher
 of 
the 1.11 
'fore,
 staif 
by
 
Itick 
Sander's 
interest  in 
Hope
 ol.,s. 
Nord 2t4111, 
it
 st be 
ini-
Thomas.  
io,ssible 
to make 
up
 
a 
1 
10c 
Shampoo Rinse and 
Finger  M live 
(before
 12 
noon. 23e) 
Permanent  
Wave.
 
complete  
S1.1111 
Eyelash and 
Eyebrow  Dye 
7.11e
 
DON 
LUX 
ACADEMY.
 
Ltd.  
Ballard 
71719  
73
 W. SlIft 
Antonio  St. 
1 
   
Doctor Jaderquist wishes it to 
be 
known
 that she
 did not 
lose
 u 
heavily 
as
 reported 
in this col. 
1111111.
 
She 
won
 
repeatedly  al the 
Pony  
raceshum,  
that  
concessice
 
was run 
by the 
French  
flonueSe  
ciely 
of 
which  
the  
good
 (lectern
 
a 
member.
 
Wonder  
if they 
hart 
discovered
 a 
new  
method  
of
 "Fp 
ple  
polishing"?
 
 
  
neve 'you 
have  
also 
stolen 
a crum-
pet." 
Enslave
 filched 
leis 
cigarette
 
ash 
into  
his  test 
peeled  
awl
 
%unto(
 al 
the  
Duchess.
 "No, 
yowl  
see my lady,
 it is really
 toy 
brollicr  ()scar Ito tiocii 
these
 
things." 
"I didn't 
know  you liael 
brother." 
yes. I have a 
twin brother 
(Near 
who is 
always
 
gelling 
into
 
1111 
111.1SI .11.111.1,Silig  serapes sold 
tieing 
tor me. 
I'm 
afraid  
he \sal 
el,.  snmetiong
 
rash  one 
dat  
mid  smio 
woman
 st 
ill mistake 
ow 
tor her 
husband."
 
I ion 
I pardon 
111111111111'1,1 
se:itching 
Ilie  concrsdliiin 
to N1ditrli
 
goes 11: sIkom 111a1 Itimlairyintt has 
wore
 
tidsillages  
just it sick 
mule. And moral to lhat ser 
mon 
is: 
tb, use locking the 
cage 
over  spilt milk. 
11%%111 
111111. 
That  
reading
 in 
the 
Campo
 
Personalities
 
column
 
about  Le91 
Wartlike 
keeping  
the
 
cornea  
touch
 
reminds
 us 
of 
another
 
CALIF  
pus 
personality 
who 
has
 
kept
 
his 
touchand  
is 
it 
COMMON'.
 
 
 
' 
'Chat
 
one 
Bill
 
Bailey
 
has  
re 
turned  
to his
 old 
tricks?
 
Ile
 
me
 
seen
 leaving 
the 
catupus
 
with 
THREE
 
girls,  
but
 
when
 
he 
re 
turned
 front
 the 
show
 
he
 
hadonit
 
one.
 AN'as 
It 
Bill  
or 
the
 
picture!
 
 
 
 
That
 
Spring  
is 
here
 
at 
last"
 
A 
very
 
recent
 
survey
 
of
 
the  
lual 
athletes
 
showed 
that
 
only.
 
sees
 
were  
confined  
to 
the
 
Dun  
wiffle
 
ginnee
 
in
 
Ille
 
Quad
 
re
 
vealed
 
some
 
ten 
occupying
 
tht 
available
 
seats.  
011.  
Well,
 
!bon
 
go
 to 
ele,  
something
 
during
 
thr
 
season. 
 
 
 
Thal  
Ilit, 
olliee
 
is
 
Mr
 
let
 
Illkiet 
1111 
11
 le 
e,ii  
SIP.
 
and
 
wItat
 
to, 
hat  
a 
popular  
est.,
 
the
 
Anse  
Olive
 
seems
 
101,,
 
on, 
Ltlitli,
 
impress
 
its."
 
don't
 
understand
 
it,
 
ask
 
Edith  
,asso.
 
Holliday
 
Article  
(1.1kIllililled
 
(rime
 
Page
 
One.
 
-\\.1111
 
thc
 
Imne
 
,,huip
 
a 
heap
 
ed 
t 
"li
 
is 
a 
genuine
 
bans
 
kilierient
 
Os
 
b,
 
smile 
at
 
or 
lir,
 
Iti
 
grin
 
Mit  
%yr\
 
Lire
 
tit
 
.1,11iiiriedit
 
Lindh.
 
It
 
lie
 
le.fle
 
loud,
 
but
 
it  
heel  
OM's,
 
may
 
cause
 
Nlism  
\ 
lake
 
tO
 
his
 
heel"
 
gay  
Your
 
Bid  
Now
 
for
 
the
 
Cotillion
 
VOL
 
21
 
*att
 
31tint,  
San 81 
tatr
 
Oitnr,6
 
Subs. Rate. $1.00 
Per Quarter 
SAN
 
JOSE,
 
CALIF.,
 
FIIII) 
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 28, 
1933  
Woodwind
 
Choir
 
To 
Miss
 
Maurine!
 
Drs.  
Poytress
 
and  
Present
 
Concert
 on 
-7-7
 
DeVoss
 
Address
 
Croup
 
Nonday,
 
May
 
First  
i.nompson
 
To
 
on 
Religion
 
Monday
 
Thomas
 
Eagan,
 
Prominent
 
Artist
 
on
 
Campus,  Will 
Direct
 
Ensemble
 
CHOIR
 
stiLLING
 Ticiirrs 
Concert
 
To 
Start  at 8:15 
in 
Little
 
Theatrt,  
Says 
Director
 
The
 
Woodwind
 Choir
 will pre -
via 
a 
concert
 Monday evening, 
May 
1 
at 
8:15  o'clock in the Lit -
!kneeler.
 It 
will 
be under the 
erection
 
of 
Nfr. Eagan, who ts 
cell 
known for his 
participation 
musical
 events of the
 college. 
Anyone interested in attending 
hhis concert must get tickets eith-
er front Alr. Eagan or one ot the 
players. 
The pmgrani follows: 
Memento and 
Trio 
.Mozart
 
Pastorale   
J. Sibelius
 
Nude to 
thc Deluge 
Saint Saens
 
Mr. Triena, 
Met .. 
Gore 
Be 
Lune  
Debussy 
ID) bl ssly 
Anhesque
 
Miss 
Dillon,
 harpist
 
Siterlissement
 
Emile  
Bernard
 
(Allegretto
 
molto
 
moderato  
AAnii(l'agn7e.viruec.
 
Allegro 
non  troop. 
Student
 
Teachers
 
Must  
Attend
 
Meeting
 
May  5 
A 
meeting
 
ill 
he held: 
Place:
 
Little  
Theatre.
 
Dale:
 
Friday.
 
N190
 
Time:
 
12 
2shar.
 
All
 
tiudents
 
ho 
expect
 10 
do
 
(went
 
teaching
 
during  
the 
)eir
 
1933-31
 
must  absolutely  
attend
 
this
 
meeting.  
At thi 
those
 who
 
attend  
%%ill  
for
 
teaching.
 
-- : 
Frank
 
Arnerich's
 
Oyster
 
Loaf
 
31
 
E.
 
s 
int,i  clAra
 
Dance
 
Saturday
 
Night
 
the
 
t...rui
 
melodies  
of
 
the  
Max  
Lenz
 
Orchestra
 
couvEitT
 
2.5c
 
Order
 as 
you 
like
 
Sing
 
At
 
Noon
 
Miss
 
Maurine
 
Thompson,
 
in-
structor
 
in
 
voire,  
and 
member
 of 
the  
mush.
 
faculty,
 
will
 be 
pre-
sented
 in 
a 
vocal  
program
 
Friday,
 
April  
28, 
from  
12:30  
until  
1:01) 
o'clock
 in 
the 
Morris
 
Dailey  
audi-
torium.
 
Miss 
Thompson
 
is a 
contralto  
and
 has
 a 
very 
delightful
 
voice.
 
She 
has 
been
 
heard  
before
 on 
the 
campus
 
by 
many  
friends
 and
 stu-
dents 
in 
several
 
delightful
 
pro-
grams. 
Discussion  
Open 
To
 Anyone
 
Interested;
 
"Religion
 In 
Modern
 
World"  
Dr. 
Poytress  
and  Dr. 
De
 Voss, 
members
 of the
 faculty, 
will ad-
dress the 
group on 
religion 
at 
7:30 in 
room  14, 
Nfontlay,  
May  1. 
Dr. 
Benjamin  
Gould  will 
lead the 
group 
discussion.
 
This group
 is open 
to anyone 
on the 
campus,  and 
the topic
 to 
be 
discussed
 is 
"Religion  in 
the 
Modern  World," 
and they will 
at-
tempt
 to classify 
their  ideas about
 
religion  and will 
flnd
 an interpre-
Many
 
popular  
and 
beautiful
 se -
lotion of 
religion that will make
 
Millions  
have 
been 
chosen  
by her 
the 
most effective living 
possible.  
for 
the 
program  
and 
are as 
fol. 
loves:
 
April,
 Nry April 
My 
Jewels 
Come 
Thou
 at Night 
Eastern 
Romance  
 Ittnisky -Korsokow
 
A Ilussian 
Lament  . Del Mello 
Miss Jean 
Stirling,  an accom-
plished
 music student. will be the 
accompanist for Nliss Thompson. 
Ahi 
Troppee 
Duro  
Monleverde
 
Beau  Soir 
. 
. 
Debussy  
Nebbie   
liespighi 
Milligan
 
Sanderson
 
Kanntz 
The following qitestions
 will be 
answered:
 
1. Does religion
 make arty dif-
ference
 in the life of an individ-
ual? 
2. Does it have significance in 
the Modern World? 
This group will tneet for six 
weeks and 
is open to anyone on 
the campus. 
Lame 
Group Will 
Make 
Extended Chinese Tour 
Is everyone 
brushed  op on 
their
 
Spartan Spears Discuss 
Chinese? 
If
 you are 
not,
 there is 
just one 
more.  night 
left
 in which  
whether  they 
wish  to 
support
 
or 
Plans 
for Constitution 
to do the
 little tusk. 
The 
purpose
 
discontinue
 
the tenure 
system. 
of 
the 
evening
 
study  will be 
to 
  
Meetmg 
prepare  
for
 the 
exploration
 of 
Sun 
Francisco's
 
Chinatown.  
"must  
America
 
Travel  
the 'Ire
 
page, of 
the 
College
 Times,
 
No. 101 
Sophomore
 
Dance
 
Main  
Social
 Event
 
Of 
ThisWeek-End
 
Amendments
 on 
Teacher  
Tenure
 
Offered
 by 
J. 
Seawell
 
Recently
 
Passed
 
at Business 
1Sophomore  Hop 
May Prove 
Successful  Friday Says 
General Chairman 
MOST 
ELABORATE  EVENT
 
Bids Bought 
at One Dollar,
 
May Be 
Obtained 
from 
Controller's  
Office  
By OW4111 
Ulph 
There  is a 
Sophomore  
Cotillion 
to 
be
 held 
tonight
 at the
 San Jose 
Women's
 Club,
 which 
you have
 
been 
told of 
no less 
than
 four 
times
 this 
week 
already,  
but  
we're
 telling 
you  again, 
partly  to 
fill up 
space,
 pima), to let 
anyone  
know who
 possibly 
hasn't 
been  
reading the
 Times 
lately  and 
part-
ly for 
no reason 
at
 all. For 
a 
while 
we
 were 
almost  afraid
 we 
were going
 to have
 to give 
the 
bids 
away  and 
take  a silver
 of-
fering, 
a form 
of giving 
enter-
tainment
 that 
seems to 
have 
proved
 quite 
popular 
of
 late. 
However,  
we
 have 
been  spared
 
as during
 the past few
 days the 
Sleinlyers 
of
 the recently 
formed 
honorary
 
srniety
 
for 
Sophomore  
women 
on the San Jose
 campus, 
11:1111CIY,
 the Spartan 
Spears, held 
their  
weekly
 
business
 
meeting
 
nesilay,
 
April  
25, in room
 
17, 
om 
12
 until
 1 
o'clock.  
Plans
 for at 
constitution
 for the 
ss. 
organization
 
were 
discussed 
od
 
it was 
decided
 that
 they 
tomtit
 write 
to 
the 
spurs,
 
not-
,eial
 
service 
honorary
 for
 
Sopli-
',ore 
women,  of 
University
 of 
egon,  and 
obtain
 
from
 
them
 a 
rnigele 
constitution.  
Future
 plans
 
were
 
made
 for
 a 
rnet,  
whieli  
may 
be 
given  
with 
Me 
Spartan 
Knights. 
The 
Spartan 
Spears
 
did 
much
 
,,  
..e.ekt.
 the 
Spardi  
Gras  
a 
success,
 
well  
as
 help
 a 
great  
deal 
due-
. 
the
 
Principals'
 
convention,
 
loch 
was 
recently
 
held
 on 
our 
, memos. 
0--  
- 
I 
Dr.  
Kaucher
 
Will
 
Speak
 
to 
Skylight
 
Club
 
Monday
 
Dr.
 
Knurlier
 
of
 
the  
Speech
 
Arts
 
department.
 
will  
speak  
at 
:k 
Sky-
light
 Club
 
luncheon
 
next
 
Sheehy.
 
Slay
 
I, 
al 
12:10,
 
in 
room
 
1 
of 
the
 
Art
 
building.
 
Dr.  
Knurlier
 
will  
speak
 
on
 
"Col-
or 
Perspeetive
 
from
 
the
 
Air,
 
a 
subject
 
which
 
she 
is 
well
 
ac-
quainted
 
with
 
since
 
she  
has
 
tra-
veled
 
frequently
 
by
 
plane.
 
A 
constitutional  
amendment,
 
authored
 by 
Senator
 Jerrold 
Sea -
well, 
permitting  
school 
districts 
to decide
 for 
themselves  
if they 
shall 
accept  the 
system 
of
 teacher 
tenure,
 was 
passed 
by the 
State  
Senate  recently.
 
Senators 
Roy Fellom
 of San
 
Francisco,  
and 
Herbert
 C. 
Jones  
of San 
Jose, voted
 against 
the 
measure,
 the total
 vote 
being  31-2.
 
A 
bill proposing
 abolition 
of the 
tenure
 system 
was  introduced
 in-
to 
the Senate 
about two 
weeks 
ago
 by Senator
 William 
I'.  Rich, 
and
 Seuwell 
told the 
Senate  this 
week that 
he understood
 the As-
sembly has
 sent the 
gill to a 
sub.
 
vottunittee 
for "the 
purpose 
of 
chloroforming
 it." 
Seawell
 said 
that
 his 
amend-
suubmilled  
to the 
people
 for ap-
 erabiY. 
ment, which
 
would  
have 
to 
be
 
sale of 
bids has
 picked
 up consid-
All the
 leading 
campus  celebri-
prove! or 
rejection, 
would  leave 
to the 
discretion  
of
 the 
majorit
 
y ties and 
campus 
oddities  of whom
 
voters 
of
 each 
school 
district 
you 
have
 been 
reading
 (luring 
the 
past few
 days 
in
 a new 
column 
(or
 have 
you) 
that
 has 
succeeded
-
eel in 
breaking  
into the 
feature
 
page, 
or
 what 
is called
 the 
feat -
have 
deigned 
to fork 
out the
 ne-
The 
group  
will
 leave
 at 
1:00
 p. 
Moscow
 Road?"
 
Debate
 
cessary  
dollar  and
 bought
 bids, 
ni., 
and 
will  
return
 late
 
Saturday
 
which,
 by 
hollowing
 
the  
true
 
evening.
 
It
 will 
cost 
between
 
course
 of 
Louis,
 leads
 us 
to
 be -
$1.50
 and 
$1.75 
for 
the  
round  
trip
 
lieve
 that
 they 
will 
be 
there
bus
 fere,
 
dinner,
 and
 the 
theatre.
 
body  and
 
Sinilpletysically
 
and 
Reservations
 
must  be 
made 
by 
mentally
 
(granting  
the 
existence
 
four 
o'clock
 
Friel".
 
of 
this
 
latter
 
trail).
 
Places
 of 
unusual
 
interest  
will  
The
 dance
 is 
to be 
a 
Sport,
 
be
 
visited
 
under  
the
 
guidance
 
of
 
which  
you 
halve 
Rho 
been 
told 
a 
well
-trained  
Chinaman.
 
After
 
several
 times
 
before
 and 
bids 
are 
traveling  
all 
day  
you
 can 
have 
to 
be a 
dollar,  
a fact 
which 
hos 
your 
first, 
maybe,
 
Chinese
 
dinner,  
been 
mentioned
 in 
this  
article
 el-
and  
after  
that
 go 
to the
 
Chinese
 
ready. 
Paul 
Cox's 
orchestra
 will 
theatre.
 
annoy 
us 
from
 nine
 until
 tone 
by 
A 
bigger
 and 
better
 party
 
could  
playing  
what
 is 
presumed
 to 
never 
have 
been 
planned.
 
Every -
music.
 
Paul
 
Cox,
 the
 
school's  
one  
come
 and
 
have
 a 
good 
time. 
leading
 
annoyances,
 in 
his 
orehes-
Don't 
forget
 to 
study  
tonight.
 
tra, 
saxophone
 
players
 and
 other
 
Miss 
Caroline
 
Berry  
Speaks
 
at 
College
 
Luncheon
 
Last 
Slionday
 
the 
Skylight
 
group  
11e:10.1
 41 
vet'y 
informed
 
and 
de-
lightful
 
talk
 
by 
Miss 
Caroline
 
Berry.
 
who  
disetisseil
 
living
 
one 
art 
hs 
selecting
 
clothes.
 She
 ire
 
pres....1
 the 
group
 with 
the 
far.
 
thai
 
dressing
 well 
need  
noi 
Meat,
 
eXper,iitly.
 
',11.1 
loay 
lemeheon
 
will 
be
 
giun
 
hs
 
the
 SkOttail 
ne.i
 
Monda
 
\i.i,
 
t.
 in 
room 
or 
the
 
Art 
loteild.rn.t.
 
lo time 
is 
12:15,
 
the
 
cost
 is 
25 
cents.
 
This
 
luncheon
 
is 
especially
 
fm
 
new 
members
 
and 
any 
upper  
dist
 
sion
 
student
 
interested
 in art
 is 
eligible
 
for 
members!'
 
i p. 
Two 
debates,  one 
on Slay 4 
til  
Santa 
Him  tit 3 
p.
 tn., anti 
one in 
the Little 
Theatre  at 
11
 on May 
9, will be given
 on the 
question,  
"Must America
 Travel the 
:Mos-
cow Road?" 
Dick Lyndon 
and  Charles Pink
-
ham will aet for 
State  in uphold-
ing the 
affirmative,
 will interpret
 
Marxian Socialism
 to be the goal 
of the 
Russian  revolution, but 
be-
cause we already have educated
 
proletariat and industrial civili-
zation vchich Russia 
is trying to 
get, we will avoid chaos out of 
Russia's 
premature
 economic rev. 
()lotion.
 
Both
 the debate at Santa Rosa 
and the one to be held at Stale, 
will be on the subject of Social -
stn. Dick Lyndon and Charles 
'inkhorn will participate in cad 
debate.
 
Students
 Affairs
 Group 
Must 
Retake  
Pictures
 
Will (he 
members
 of the Stu-
dent 
Alfairs Committee 
for the 
past year meet on the south 
ide of 
the Art building for La 
Torre pictures 
next Tuesday at 
12:30. 
DARIO
 MINTON!, 
Student 
Affairs Chairman.
 
monstrocities.
 
Owen
 Ulph,
 
general
 
chairman
 
and
 
general
 
nuisance,
 has
 
been
 
laboring,
 so 
HE 
says,
 to 
get 
un-
suitable
 
decorations
 
with 
which
 
1%(.1)011 
elre 
are 
being
 
done  
in a 
great
 
rush  
and 
in
 a 
very  
sloppy  
manner,
 
plus  
poor
 
taste,  
and 
hence
 
have 
been
 
called  
"futuristic."
 
The  
lighting
 
defects
 
are 
being 
used
 to 
cover  
up 
the 
atrocious
 
decorations.
 
Hel-
en 
Pierce,
 
who 
up 
until
 
yesterday
 
had
 
charge  
of 
the 
decorations,
 
caught
 
the 
measles,
 so 
we 
are 
go-
ing 
to 
use  
that 
as 
an
 
alibi  
in 
case
 
you 
don't  
like
 
the  
dance.
 
which  
you  
won't.  
Nobody
 
ever  
likes  
anything 
around this 
school. 
(Continued on Page Two) 
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The 
forthcoming
 major
 
drama-
tis 
presentation
 
of 
this
 
quarter
 
is
 
arousing
 
more 
campus 
comment  
and 
discussion
 
than 
has  
been
 
heard  
upon  
such
 a 
subject 
fur 
many  a 
long  
day.
 
Those  who 
are 
familiar  with 
"Morn To 
Midnight,"
 know 
that  it 
is 
a weird thing
 and 
tremendous-
ly diflicult
 to stage.
 In the 
opia  
ion 
of many 
dopesters  the 
eerie, 
neurotic 
shambles of it 
will  nut 
get over to the 
usual  type of audi-
ence attending State College
 
Ys 
An innovation will be the star-
ring of the 
leadSherman  Mc-
Fedries  as the 
bank clerk for 
whim all life and all sensations 
nre 
crowded
 
between
 morn 
and  
midnight. 
Backstage  chatter has it  that
 
NIcFectries is easy 
to work with. 
But how about his acting? It is .1 
very difficult 
part,  remember. and 
one that carries the 1 
wao.e  p.ay 
upon its 
shoulders.  
What will 
McFedries
 be able
 to do 
with  il? 
Will he 
be
 adequate?
 These 
are  
some
 of the 
questions  
that  those 
responsible  
fur the 
production
 are 
facing,
 amid
 the 
staggering
 bur-
den of 
the 
mechanics
 
of
 produc-
ing 
such 
a play.
 
'the lead of 
"Nforn
 
To Still
-
night,"
 
will
 be 
the 
focus  
of
 all 
critical 
eyes
 
as
 the 
play 
roughs
 
from 
April
 
rehearsals
 
into 
May, 
anti  
gradually
 
smooths
 out
 to-
ward
 
June
 
the  
first.  
And
 
the  
question
 
is 
rife:  
Will
 
McFedries
 
flop
 ? 
G. B. 
SPRINGTIME
 
"'is
 
dark,  
the 
hour
 is 
late,
 I 
sit  
alone
 
Anil 
the
 
night  is 
victim
 to 
my 
peaceful
 
thoughts
 
I sense
 an 
added 
softness
 to 
the 
tone
 
Of 
murmuring
 
winds,
 of 
faint 
and
 
distant
 
sounds
 
Not 
harsh  and
 strident
 
chords
 of 
winter's  
mood, 
No 
silence
 
shattered  
by
 the 
ele-
ments
 
alone  
But 
rather  
changes  
not  
abrupt  
nor  
rude
 
More fell, than
 seen, more 
seen 
than understood. 
Not as a sleeper ends a 
vivid  
startling
 dream 
But fashioned
 by that under-
standing
 
Mind
 
Wlio  
made  
the
 liquid 
calmness  of 
the deepest stream 
And mirage(' there 
the futile 
strife of man. 
I twist. mut 
wander  nut into the 
midnite air 
day. 
by Ono 
Astoolatad 
Students  
of
 iian 
Jo. 
State 
College.
 
emend am a eond Oast 
matter at Isis 
San Joao Postoillea. 
19 N 
1;;;711.fs,Wrighl.Eley
 Co. 
. Han Jam California 
Campus Personalities 
Just 
Among 
Ourselves  
I I 
Notebook Notes 
NoteTbis
 
rolmoms
 persomst 
ham eem 
By 
Rudolph
 
Engfer
 
2/ 
OJ1  
the 
prrsidemt  
ON-  I If 
Cohlf.  
er 
su 
revolted  
mot to 
mar 
SW 
SI
 
the!  
muter's!. 
blissed
 the 
Spae-
th Gras. 
11:1.1
 
to'  
remain
 over
 in 
Sacramento.
 
A 
life-long
 
regret.
 
Saw 
what 
was 
left of 
it
 nest 
morn
 i n g . Some
 
of 
it xtill 
011 lily 
window
 sill. 110.1 
S /0'111111 
011ie,  
did11.1
 
Y1111?  Good
 
thing to 
loosen
 
op
 once
 in 
a 
While.
 We 
Stick 
pretty
 Close
 
hi 
laiSilleSS
 IlloSt 
Of the 
time. A 
lit 
Ile
 relaxation 
helps. 
IMake
 
any  
money?
 
()verlicati
 
seemed to be 
pretty 
heavy.  Stony 
students
 put in long 
hours of hard
 
work. A 
number  skipped
 
classes,  
some
 who
 
couldn't
 
afford
 it.
 Good 
lime
 now to 
hike
 an inventory
 
and come 
to a conclusion
 for nest 
year. Opinions 
of those who 
didn't
 help,
 veto, just rode 
the  
band
 wagon, shouldn't
 be consid-
ered. They are 
represented 
loy 
your 
Ilet profits. Have 
heard  fav-
orable criticisms
 of the whole 
program. Lotiked
 like a fine piece 
of 
cooperation  and 
good 
will.  
Doubt  
if 
your  
profits 
justified
 
the 
wear
 and 
tear  on 
workers, 
equip-
ment, and plant. Didn't like that 
Dick 
Glyer:
 Future
 1.on Chanes 
 Valiant attempt at real lift 
characterizationGoing  Garbo? 
Perfect  execution
 
of the art
 of 
looking  directly at a person Aind
 
being
 blissfully.
 
unaware
 
of
 
his 
presence. 
 " 
Dan Feeley: Typical Freshman 
 Little,
 but. oh my!Personality 
plusA
 lot of humor
 in one place 
Huh! Itali! 
 
  
of the 
purser
 
was
 
enough
 
to 
make
 
him give 
lier
 
and  
her
 
husband
 
the
 
best 
of 
everything.
 
These
 
women
 
attempt  
the
 same 
thing--eyea
 
the
 
point 
where
 
they
 
use
 
every
 
known
 
trick  in 
the 
feminine
 
man-
nal. 
The boat 
never  
sails
 
on
 
time
 
ful. This 
all 
occurs. 
thmigh,  
as 
but 
the 
visitorssome
 
of
 
them
 
a(
 
the
 boat 
slowly
 but 
surely  
slides 
leastlake
 
the 
sailing
 time
 
out into 
the bay. 
posted,
 
seriously.
 
They
 
get
 
aft  
fait. is 
one 
biliirions  
drama 
in 
Previous to 
that,  
the  
whole 
a.
 
the  
ship 
and  
stand
 
upon
 
the 
wharf;  it
 is from  
this 
vantage
 
hich 
affectations
 
and 
poses 'mint
 theY watch Ilse shin leave. 
guilty party;
 and 
the
 
people
 
on
 
make up the 
pre -sailing  
show.
 
Thy  
freight
 
cargo 
is 
usually.
 
the  
the wharf try 
various
 
means
 
lo 
inspect
 the 
boat  and 
itshiany
 ire -
co lllll 
iodations,
 will find it diffi-
cult to 
segregate  the 
passengers 
from
 
the 
visitors.
 
A seasoned
 
ob-
A visitor,
 who
 has 
a desire
 to 
killAbitiltUte.ten
 
minutes  
before
 
sail.  
s ettli 
ttihntipUs'rspeennott(Mrse
 
ftis 
server  of 
these
 rites knows
 that 
the people 
that
 
appear
 
to 
be 
vis 
tx 
this 
time 
that 
one 
of
 
the 
s 
of
 
the 
sailing
 
floes to the 
naive 
mind,
 are
 
real.
 
Hoof
 
milorful
 part 
takes place. 
The 
serpentine
 
gives  
ly 
the passengers.
 The 
balanee  
strike 
various
 
poses 
in 
art attisupt
 
1() look the part of 
blaze  globe -
t rot lees. The WOMell are usually 
the worst offenders in 
this
 HO. 
The boat phottographers are a time' The wind usual!). helPt t° 
form 
giant 
arcs:  
an
 
impressive  
very 
definite 
part of the 
cast.  
They are continually running seehe' 
the decks, passenger list in The t" f"11"w 
not  be 
of 
much
 
interest
 to 
die 
hand, 
and at the same 
time 
try -
reader in 
that  it is 
part  
of an ail-
ing to decide  who to photograph. 
This young linty will not
 
pose 
for  
loll  
soiling.
 
and
 the
 
people
 men-
tiOned. personal
 
part
 of 
that 
a picture intless she 
can  change 
into 
something more appropriate
 seer'''. will serve to keen ',I 
Sinioni:
 
Competition  for 
but
 that will take an 
hour;  he di"eY t" 
eser.thody poittleat
 fiddle iden of 
a public 
dance.  M't
 ex- 
has  fifteen minutes. Another 
will  
Louise's 
shoes  
began 
to hurl 
Modest 
bashful
 kid 
lust 
beginning
 
Peeled
 
the  
drunks 
to 
spoil
 it, 
find 
Put on a 
Garbo
 song
 and dance: eaclY 
file show. 
They were 
lieW ones, 
hill  pair of 
old  slion 
t,, ret,itte his hoportam.e_thiek_ quite 11 1111.1111her Were on hand. "Please lenve ine alone." 
were
 in the
 ear; 
so she 
was had -
bone of the campusExemplified Times sort of perked up for the The shore tailor, tapeline, boll 
meaning  of Ilse 
phrase,
 "That boy 
occasion,  too,with 
all
 that colored of 
cloth,  and a 
worried  look, ins! 
r"cwocll f"e the 
soiling  gull, 
paper, 
Didn't
 understand it at 
shandilt.s about the decks.
 Ht. Is cal"' I%  thce was das' die° 
ing most 
of 
the 
lime;
 
may  
be
 the! 
, first, 
but knew
 
something
 
won-  
always
 
following
 
one  
of 
the 
tifli-
would spend
 their 
honeynumn  ae 
derful was about to happen. Gen- cers, gesturing
 IIS he balks to a 
a 
boat  
similar lo this one.
 Jintmy 
era!
 
publicity
 was 
good.  man that lins his back to 
"I'll 
halve it in Pedro before 
sou "as in at ease'
 He wank"! 
sail 
sample or 
hi, See 
everything  
there  WHS set. 
et 
inversat
 
ion. 
that 
Ile  might regale his
 high 
The deo, sieward has 
ins hams 
school
 
companions
 
with  his 
es. 
fulfand
 a half a 
dozen  women  1,wile,m..es;. 
hut, 1"ise,,"Allidn,,t,.,6 
trailing 
his lierk. .rhis on, tow 
Ii0 SO. it 
WARS in 
doe. everything.
 and how!"
 
Soph 
Cotillion  
(Continued
 few:. Page 
One/  
However.  it is 
the 
one  
affair
 of 
the year that will not be ridi-
culed by Me. Ulph in his cheaply 
philosophical
 eolumns,  as it 
is 
doubtful  as to whether lie will 
pan his own
 
dance. 
If you 
like reatl almanacs 
and 
directories and telephont
 
books,  
here
 are a 
list of 
the 
names of 
people  who have been 
meddling on the 
COtilli011 COM-
miller and getting 
generallt  in the 
I v.., 
The 
Editor, 
Kay Lindsay. Hel-
en Pierce, 
Dick 
GlYer.
 Gail 
Bold
-
kin, 
Grace Murray. 
Phillip  Cham-
berlin,
 
Ditk Hughes, 
Dick San-
ders,  Carl 
Palmer.  'therm 
Ens, 
Joy 
Arps,  Dick 
Lewis,
 Nlarge 
Col-
lis, 
KaY  Fisher. 
As 
usual. we 
beet.  sonw chap-
erone%
 
for  
the dance. 
We got a 
lot
 
of them und some 
from
 
the 
(leaf, 
dumb 
and blind 
school,  the 
rest  have 
been 
equipped 
with 
dark 
glasses 
and 
eer-muffs.
 
Dean 
and  Mrs. 
Goddard,
 
Mum  
Dimmick.
 Dr. 
and  Mrs. Barry.
 Dr. 
and
 James 
O. Wood.
 Ale 
and  Mrs. 
I.. C. 
Newby, 
Nfr.  and 
Mrs.  Ti  
- 
us,  Dr. 
and 
Mrs.  
Elder.  
Dr.  Lii-
bowski.
 
And  any 
tither 
fluidly
 
members
 
who
 wish 
to 
be 
bored bir 
the 
eve-
ning
 art 
invited  It) 
come. 
Arlie.. hotly,
 
active 
'mind,  to 
grusp,
 to 
form 
the 
meaning
 
of
 
my 
thoughts,  
l'he 
thoughts
 seem good, 
the 
ntood 
is right,
 the 
meaning  
there
 
And 
then,
 I ftel, 1 see, 
I 
under-
stand.
 
F. (Hoot)
 
Gibson.
 
. 
Hunk  we may 
have struck 
something( 
with Hutt soap 
box 
idea
 in the quad.
 Shiny of 
our  
people
 are 
worth  
listening
 to. 
Here's a 
chance
 for every one. 
If 
you 
have 
something
 to say.
 see 
Sir. Eckert 
and  
let him 
assign
 
Sou  
to time. 
Then if 
you can
 attract
 
an 
audience,
 
you 
may be 
able
 
put your
 stuff 
over.  
One  a the
 
old 
preaching 
orders
 required
 the 
brother  
to hold  
his 
audience  
with-
out 
any  
help
 from
 
superior  
ail-
thority.
 Ile 
either  
became
 ti 
good 
one 
or 
went
 back 
to the 
kitchen.
 
How about 
your
 La Torre?
 
Are  
you
 
paid  up? 
Don't  
fail to 
get  
one.
 
If 
you  could 
afford 
to 
Ihrow 
eggs
 al 
that 
poor 
creature,
 
you 
surely  
can 
afford
 a 
eollege
 
an-
nual. 
Might
 have
 your 
own 
pic-
ture
 in il,
 too. 
Wish
 the 
sports
 
ediltirs
 
wouldn't
 
use  
"dual"
 and
 
"duel"
 
in 
the 
same
 
Airticle.
 
Slay 
lie  
entirely
 
correct,
 
but
 it's 
hard OS 
old
 
schot.1
 
teachers.
 
Have  
to 
check
 
each
 
I ime. 
Still
 a gang
 
of
 
thieves
 
nrounil
 
the 
place. 
Personality.
 
I 
prefer  
a 
drunk
 
to a 
thief.
 
Not 
too 
veild
 
about
 either
 
of 
them. 
I 
wonder
 
what
 that
 
young  
thief  
thinks
 
who  
stole 
the 
money
 
in the
 
men's  
pm 
recently.
 
I 
suppose
 
he 
rational-
izt.s.
 
"This
 
whole
 
world's
 a 
bat  
Ile.  
and  
believe
 
me 
I'm 
going  
to 
get
 
mine."  
"Thal
 
fellow
 
didn't
 
need
 
the 
money
 
anyhow,
 
and 
I 
can
 
tew  
il 
very 
nicely."
 
NI) 
use 
educating
 
trash
 
like
 
that.
 
Just
 
makes
 them 
worse.
 
If 
you
 
know 
of 
any
 
thieves  
here.
 
mane
 
in 
and
 
let 
us know.
 
.V 
flitef  
isn't
 
.. 
sportsmon
 and 
doisn't
 
eon),
 
der the 
rules  whit 
li oidinarils
 :ii; 
ply 
in decent 
soeiets.
 
Nothing  
is quite
 so 
poignant
 as 
a 
boat
 
sailingmore
 
so if a 
friend  
is 
leaving  
upon
 
Something
 
seems
 to 
happen
 in the  
region  of 
the 
viscera
 
or 
the
 
pericardium  
that 
makes
 such
 
parting
 pain
-
wants a deck 
thair  on the right 
side 
of the ship; he 
may  uncon-
sciously
 
say. 
"I have a good 
one 
on the 
starboard side.
 . . ." If 
she 
is 
the 
tYPe.  
she 
will  
protest  
violently'
 about 
her rights, 
and 
how 
much
 she has paid
 for her 
ticket,
 and wind
 il 111) With.
 "I 
(lenient!
 to haVe Mille on 
the 
right  
side 
of 
the 
ship." 
Ile 
must
 ptr 
mit her to 
finish.
 and then 
he 
must 
explain  b. her 
that star-
board is :A 
nautical  espression for
 
the 
right  side of a 
ship.  Seating 
arrangement
 of Ihe dining
 room 
often 
ends  with 
some hair 
pulling 
on 
his part.
 
Hut the man that deserves a 
medal,
 pension,
 and 
sour
 sympa 
thy 
is 
the 
purser.
 Ile receives
 
handsome 
salary  for his 
trouble, 
Ind 
one look 
;it his desk 
(luring
 
tht 
pre -sailing drama
 
is 
enough 
to 
convince
 
the 
most skeptical
 
indi-
vidual that 
he
 earns every 
dollar 
Hliel.re  it is that one sees 
woint.n.
 
at 
their  best, 
as
 pests. 
Some 
must
 
have  rtiiii 
"Sailly's  Rise 
to 
Fame 
and 
Fiortune,"  in 
which 
the 
author
 tells 
llit story
 of bow
 a 
poor 
girl  wins
 the 
heart  of 
a bil-
lionitire;he
 was 
a rake 
when
 she 
met
 
him. but 
Iiir  
better  nature
 
Imaged 
him into
 :mother
 
person.
 
It 
wasn't
 
the  rad 
that
 he was a 
had 
man 
at 
heart,
 
but  the 
socitty
 
lhat 
lie  was
 
nurtured  
in 
that
 
gave
 
the 
impressionanyway.
 they 
art. 
spending
 
their 
litinetintom
 
alemrd
 
the 
ship.  
One 
look 
lido 
the 
icyts 
them 
one last 
contact 
with
 those 
on 
shore,  and the 
elfect
 
is 
quite  
interesting, both
 
upon  
the
 people 
and 
the 
pitture  it 
gives
 
al 
the 
the mob 
know 
that
 w. 
were
 
PA 
a bunch 
of 
visitors.  Al 
was  
fa..1
 
Ile 
found 
considerable
 
coml..; 
one of 
the  deck chairs. 
gail.:
 
int WHS having a great Ono'  
and doing some thinking. f;;'' 
Gloria's
 hay fever was 
hollow'.
 
her. I 
carried her 
tube
 
of 
phor-ice 
in my tnat
 
pocket
 
-tic
 
atomizer 
in the 
ear. It 
was
 
sbe 
Wil0 
SHW 
to it 
that
 Jaky'S bat 
gage
 Was in her
 
stateroom,
 
ber 
deck
 
chair 
secured,  
and
 
a 
(Hie
 
able dining room 
placennnt.
 
Jab'
 
wasn't 
sure just 
how  
to 
sas
 
bye. She 
kissed  
Me 
shook  
hands 
with  
the 
rest. 
The people 
on 
the 
vtharf
 
OOP`
 
Seelliell 
to be 
having
 a 
good
 
low
 
or slightly
 
bored; 
a 
few
 
appeared
 
to 
be sad. l'he
 
deck
 
steward
 
warned 
the 
visitors
 
that
 
the  
1;;;31
 
would sail 
short's.
 
by 
hanutierin
 
upon
 a 
muted  
eymbal.
 
More
 
fe''31
 
byes,
 some 
tears.  .  
 '' 
!hi.
 
bout
 began 
to
 
slip
 
out  
oaa
 
the
 bay. 
Was  
Joky  
crying
 
as
 
the
 
boat
 
began 10 
ltmve,
 
or
 
was  
it 
the
 
cruel
 
rays
 
of the 
sun
 
that
 
caused
 
her
 
la 
wipe  her 
eyes
 
from
 
time
 
lo
 
tune
 
She  
fli11111 
throw
 
any
 
serpentine.
 
lint
 
was 
she 
cryingI
 
wonder?
 
130ST
 
A 
email  
white
 
gold
 
wrist
 
width
 
in 
the 
wom.m's
 
dressing
 
roes
 
of
 
the  
Menet
 
',VAN,
 
bout
 
1:311Tue-
din'.
 
April
 
25.
 
Please
 
return
 
ff3 
the
 
business
 
°Mee.
 
ER 
Ruth
 
Montgmnery
 
Society
 
Editor
 
SAN
 
JOSF:,
 
CALIF.,
 
FRIDAY,
 
APRIL
 28, PIM 
Social
 
and
 
Sorofity
 
Section
 
OF 
MISS
 
ELSIE 
Sororities
 
Thanked
 
for
 
Aid  
IS 
SCENE
 
OF 
in 
La 
Torre
 
Show
 
HONOR
 MEET 
home
 
of
 
Mos
 
Elsit Lochner
 
Prevost
 
Street,
 of San 
Jose,
 
Me 
scene
 
of 
tht 
Valhalla,  
den.,
 
party.
 
Wednesday
 
, 
April
 
28.
 
la 
was
 
started
 
at 
Christ -
pee 
by
 
Dr.  
Newby,
 head 
of 
Language
 
department,
 for 
the 
of 
furthering
 
German
 
The
 
honorary  
members
 
*1 
J. 
C.
 
Elder 
and  
Mrs. 
The
 
entrance
 
require -
/ire
 
a 
discussion
 on some 
in 
German.
 
The 
wonderful
 
co-operation
 of 
the 
six  
sororities
 
and  
other
 
or-
GWEN
 
INTERPRETS
 
THE  
MODES
 
delbaum;
 
vice - 
president,  
sk 
Thompson;
 
setretary.  
Ed 
Warwaresk  y, lingord
 
Orbit.
 
Library  
Society  
Enjoys 
a:the
 pure heavy perfume for these 
alutnni 
members  gather from 
all 
Demembers  
of
 the 
organize -
an Elsie 
Lochner,  GtiIrtult 
ddbaum,
 Walter Hteksitk, 
I Thompson. Starr Pail. 
le firer 
Newliy.  
Arthur  Wag- 
Novel
 
Copper  Tea 
suggest 
simplitity
 and fragility,
 
denture types. 
Flowers  which 
renewed friendship.
 A reception 
The 
Ilibliophilts,
 library sari- 
will be 
held in the afternoon 
at 
tty, 
sponsored
 a 
copper tea Tues.
 
Psetie:ag.hse,naulistla2shlkSilsii.mil:111.iendecrlis0stshwe:y1
 
the home 
of Richard Lewis. 
In 
the evening there 
will  be IA for-
ties' al 4:15, in room 122. Plans 
Hie 
dramatic  requires 
sow- 
mar dinner at the Hotel 
Sainte  
for a bridge
 
party 
on May 
201 . 
Claire
 in conjunction with spring 
formal initiation,
 following which
 
both 
new and 
old membtrs will 
assenible
 with their ladies
 at the 
Inn   
home of Chas.
 11% Richards, 
Jr., to 
enjoy an 
evening  of dancing. 
PAGE
 
THREE  
Dorothy  Haggitt 
Asst.  Society Ed. 
Delta 
Theta Omega Having
 KAPPA DELTA
 
PI
 
HOLD  
Busy 
Rushing
 Season MEETING 
ON 
APRIL
 22 
JOHN 
ALMACK  
SPEAKS
 
ganizutions
 
with  
the 
La 
Torre "A sudden 
meeting,  a 
['ureic(  
slaff 
in 
Imbalf
 
of 
the 
La 
'rorre  
glance,
 and
 she is gone.
 
Oh,  
bu 
Fashion
 
Shove
 
is 
deeply  
appreci-
 
her
 
presenvefillgerSfragranct
 
Med 
hy 
the  
eitnimittee.
 
To 
the  
in
 
the 
night."
 
girl,. 
%NI].  
did
 
Ili,. 
modeling
 a spe-  
It's  just the 
proverbial
 
per-
cial 
%oh.
 
of
 
thanks
 is 
due
 
them
 
fume  
advertisement,
 my 
dears, 
for the 
marked
 
sucttss
 
of lintii
 
even though 
;Awfully
 
trite there's 
efforts.
 
a 
thread
 
of truth
 in 
it. Perfume 
Nliss 
Elizabeth
 
Fee 
was  a 
joy 
is 
really
 
quite  
devastating  to 
most
 
to have 
on 
the 
committee
 
us her
 
men.
 I 
wonder 
why.  Nlaybe it's 
gram
 
vvas 
of 
invaluable
 
aid.
 
experienet
 
in 
this 
type 
of pro-
 
the  romance  of the
 ideayour
 be-
ing 
like a 
flower,
 or 
maybe  it's 
The work
 
executed 
by 
Sue
 
Itus-
 
tradition  
dating 
back to the time 
sell 
Whitten, 
jark
 Cormier, 
mil. when 
Cleopatra  
bathed
 in many 
Carl  
Palmer,
 
Al 
Dunn,
 
John 
(fret' 
Ileffinir,
 
Katherine
 
Fisher,
 
essences  and 
annointed
 her 
body 
French, 
II(.1en
 
blaeQue,  
Slarjorie
 
with
 
sandlewood  
and 
Myrrh.  
But  lifter all, whether 
it's one 
elub
 
fostered
 the bringing 
lion  
presented
 
In the
 
Little
 
Thea  
mains that 
perfume is 
quite  an es -
conk and Junior 
wits", wtts 
the 
thing
 
or
 
another,
 the 
fact  still
 re-
66mill  
en:v.Ite"Ilvs.11.;s1.),Itil').rtitiliteli
 .. 
HT:
 
officers
 
for 
the spring 
'the  
musicians
 
from 
the 
music!'
 
that's the 
subject for 
discussion.
 
Perfume for 
personalities! 
reason  
for  
the polished
 
produc-
t 
e 
Wednesday
 
evening  
last. 
senlial
 part of a 
woman's
 toiletry. 
Ics: 
Presidtnt,  
Gertrude  
were 
sent
 
leo, 1 ii : re a 
department,
 
11011:dell
 
their  
ser-'  
You 
know
 your perfunie 
should 
vices. 
The 
La 
Torn.  
wishes  lu 
require as much 
attention  as your 
(lents
 
whom:peered
 
on the 
pro -
thank you anti 
those  
talented
 
stu..
 
dress. 
As
 you dress to 
suit
 your 
!personality,  so 
should you 
use  
perfume
 accordingly. 
The 
ingenue
 wears 
something
 
very  light and n 
bit sweet. Eau 
tie Cologne 
is inuth nicer than 
grain.  
LA TORRE
 
STAFF.  
Al present the Delta Theta 
Omega freternity, in 
the midst of 
what is probably their 
busiest
 
rushing season for some 
thite.  
Store 
than
 pleased with the qual-
ity of men under 
consideration,  
the fraternity has held 
several 
stag luntheons anti 
numerous  
smokers
 at the Hotel Sainte 
Claire.  Both members
 and rush-
ers 
have
 thus been afforded
 ex-
cellent 
opportunity
 for close as-
sociation.  
The  colonial 
estate
 of Dr. 
Charles M. 
Richards Will 
be the 
scene of the 
first  rush party 
of 
this
 season to be 
held Friday 
night, 
April 28. Among the 
guests  
present will 
be Mr. Dallas 
Lati-
mer,  Ale 
Sherman
 McFedries, Ale. 
Toni
 Marshall, 
Sir.  Howard 
Burns,
 Sir. Jack 
Bleasdale,  and 
Mr. 
Bill Slutire. 
Those 
assembled
 
will enjoy tlancing 
and  also sev-
eral 
contedS  skits 
presented
 by 
Don Haseall, 
Sewell
 Hatcher. Dick 
Lewis,
 anti Dick 
Russell.  Light 
refreshments  will be 
served.
 
June 3rd is 
the  dale set for 
the
 
annual Delta 
TIela
 Omega reun-
ion, 
at which time both active 
and 
over the
 
state  
to enjoy a day 
of 
Siloam, Fran Newby, Evan 
*Ming of the 
Pegasus 
Club,  
kse 
Slate's
 new 
literary.
 sto 
thing
 
heavier
 
and a bit 
spicy. 
sill he 
held
 
at
 the 
home
 
t.f were
 
icompletttl,  the proceeds 
to 
Perfumes
 
has e a 
sugges-
Andrt;ws.  
349  
Sotilli
 
Ite 
devoted
 
to 
the 
student  loan 
7liarelay,
 
.1pcil  
27. 
fund. 
Ilion 
of burning
 incense 
are  ideal, 
The
 
copptr
 tea is 
a 
novtI  forin'soch
 as 
wisteria( 
jasmine, 
the ' 
al111 
niusk.
 
orchid, 
metting 
employed  by 
'11 
irarv  
group.
 'ro cover ex- I 
must use 
Eau de Cologne. 
Then the 
gurconne, 
likt  the en -
mimes.  each 
guesl deposits 
gcnue 
'wilily
 per eup of tea,
 thus 
coin- 
illiere
 must be the
 freshness 
of 
Tilting  a 
stela,  hour with 
Mei Held ll"wccs
 about het' Perfume.
 
i bat with 
a bit more 
dash than 
losincx,
 
;;f itas 
that of 
thi engenue.
 There 
are 
many 
standard 
kinds on 
tht mar-
ket which 
are suitable,
 'yel which
 
aiggest 
no definite
 flower 
ur 
fragrance.
 The on's. thing
 to do 
in 
this ease
 is 
keep trying them 
until you find one 
which 
suits 
Incidentally.
 our own 
college  
xponsored
 a fashion show 
two 
e%
 
tnings
 
ago 
under
 the supervi-
%ion
 
of
 
Miss Huth blontgemiery.
 
Coven
 wishes to In among those 
who commend her on her efforts. 
GWEN.  
tnerican
 
(MSG
 
TO
 
OUR  
sTAGE 
st-\
 Dia 
and 
MONDAY
 
April
 30,
 May 
1. 
2:30 
p. 
Alice
 
In
 
Wonderland
 
is 
Produced
 
the
 
tolumhia
 
Theatre.
 
S. 
by 
the
 
kiluaid 
Travers
 
Repertory
 
Players
 
bOecial
 
Music.
 
Costumes.
 
Effects
 
t 
COMPANY
 
OF
 
50 
25e,
 
50c,
 
75e
 
A 
Few
 
Seats  
at 
$1.00
 
All  
Seata
 
Hinter*
 
rd
 
a 
l   
(AMERICAN
  
NI a t . 20c
 N ites 25c 
ENDS TODA1 
Warren
 William 
in 
"SKYSCILAPER
 
SOULS"
 
 
and 
 
Zane
 
Grey's  
"HERITAGE  
of
 
the 
DESERT"
 
TOMORROW
 
"WEST
 
OF
 
SINGAP0RE"
 
Betty ComPson 
And  
Tomorow
 
Night  
EDDIE'S
 
8:\THING
 
BEAUTY
 
PAGEANT
 
Free  
Parking,
 
2nd  
& 
San  
Want
 
To
 
Know 
Something?
 
Green
 
Room
 
SANDWICHES
 
SALADS
 
SIIAKES
 
are 
more  
REFRESHING
 
, 
ort
 more 
COOLINI1
 
Than
 
BEER  
I s iis 
Set
 
Fernando
 
itri;
 
111Lli  
:t. 
Alumnae
 Plan 
Barbecue  
The 
Slanislatis
 County 
Chapter  
of San 
Jose
 State 
College  Alumni 
is 
planning 
its first 
barbttue  to 
be 
held
 ttn May
 13 at 6 
p. tn. at 
Modtsto
 State. 
It 
is hoped
 that 
as
 manly 
:is pus-
siblt 
of the 
faculty 
will be 
pees-
tnt  al 
this 
gathering.
 
Junior
 Members 
of Kappa 
Delta 
Pie  
Entertained  
--
The
 Junior
 class 
mentimrs
 (if the 
Katie 
Delta  
Pi
 society
 are 
being 
entertained
 at a 
party 
tit the 
honk. 
of 
Elsie 
Lochner.
 
this  
Friday  
evening,
 
April 
28th. The 
offiters
 
will 
also  be 
present.
 A 
ntost 
en-
joyable  
tinie 
is 
being  
looked  
for-
went  
to,
 as 
the 
committee,
 
com-
posed  of 
bluriel
 
Hebert
 the
 gen-
eral 
chairman,
 
Harry  
Krysler
 and 
the 
hostess,
 Elsie
 
Lochner,  
have 
planned
 
many
 
clever
 
events  
for 
the 
evening.
 
On the
 spot
 
where,  
326  
years  
ago 
a cross
 
was  
erected  
by 
the 
first 
permanent
 
English
 
settlers  
who
 laid 
claim 
to 
the  
country
 
for 
God  
and
 King,
 a 
ceremony
 was 
conducted
 on 
the 
anniversary
 
of 
the 
event 
to 
commemorate
 
the 
historic  
incident.
 l'he  
exercises
 
wtre
 in the 
form of 
drama 
reen-
acting
 the 
landing  
of
 Captain
 Ga-
briel
 Archer.
 Captain 
Christopher
 
Newport
 and 
others  
from
 those 
A 
Business  
College
 That 
Is 
Different
 
High
 
School
 
Graduates
 
Only 
Individual
 Instruction 
Regular
 or 
Special  Courses
 
SAN  
JOSE
 
COLLEGE
 
OF 
COMMERCE
 
Porter  
Building.
 
Corner 
Second  and 
Santa Clara
 
 
40c  
$1.00  
.1. 
Eyelash
 
and  
Eyebrow'
 Dye
 
....  
50c 
DON
 
LUX 
ACADEMY,
 Ltd. 
Ballard
 
7178  
73 W. San 
Antonio St. 
Shampoo
 
Itin,e  
and 
Finger
 
VI a  
, 
(before 12 
noon,
 
25c)
 
Permanent
 
IA 
ae, 
complete   
--
The 
Kappa
 
Della  
Pr,
 
honorary  
organization,
 
held  its 
annual
 ini-
tiation
 and
 dinner
 
Saturday  
even-
ing, 
April 
22nd,  in 
the 
Gold  
room
 
at the
 
Sainte
 
Claire  
Hotel.  
The 
initiation
 took 
place 
at six -
thirty
 
o'tlock
 in a 
room
 artistical-
ly 
decorated
 antl 
agleam 
with 
can-
dle 
light  
forming  
a 
perfect
 
back-
ground
 for the
 
impressive
 ser-
vices 
read 
by the 
president,
 
Mary  
Lou 
Carmichael.
 
Following
 the
 initiation
 
ser-
vices,  Dr. 
John 
C.
 Almack,
 pro-
fessor 
of
 Education
 at 
Stanford,  
was the 
guest 
speaker
 of 
the  eve-
ning. 
The 
subject
 of 
his  talk 
was  "The 
Nlachine 
Age." Dr.
 Al-
mack, 
in recalling
 the 
former  civ-
ilizations
 pointed
 out 
that  they 
were 
all  
founded
 with 
slavery 
JS 
a 
basis  and 
failed for
 that 
reason.  
By 
substituting  the 
machine
 
for 
slavery,
 
present  
day  
civilization  
holds
 inure
 
promise
 for 
success 
than 
any 
former  
age.  
All
 that 
is 
needtol
 is 
an
 
adjustment  
between
 
the 
people  
who 
have  
so
 
rapidly
 
been  
thrown  
into 
new 
conditions
 
and
 with
 the 
machine.  
Dr. 
Al-
matk 
also 
stated
 
that
 he 
believed
 
the 
day  
of
 
manufacturing
 
for 
pro-
flt 
is
 
past.  
John 
Horning,ex-student
 body
 
president,
 
was  
the 
master  
of
 
cer-
emonies
 
for 
the 
evening.
 
During
 the 
evening
 
Mildred
 
Murgotten,
 
Orpha
 
Strong,
 and
 
Dorothy  
Lorentz
 
favored  
the  
group
 
with two
 
delightful
 
vocal
 
selections  
entitled,
 
"Of 
(Thl 
Hoses"  
by 
CJarke.
 and
 
"Kentucky
 
Babe"  
by 
Gabel.  
Floriene
 
Goldeen
 
accompanied
 
on
 the 
piano.
 
Wal-
lace
 
Slurray,
 San 
Jose 
Slate's
 
most
 
clever
 and 
humorous  
reader,
 
gave  
"Don't
 You
 
Know"  
much
 to 
the 
delight
 
of
 those
 
present.
 
The  
students
 
honored
 
by 
initia-
tion 
into 
Kappa
 
Delta  
Pi
 
were:  
Chester
 
Nlason,
 
Delvina
 
Malatesta,
 
Huth
 
Graham,
 
Pauline
 
Eubanks,
 
Isabel
 
Kohler,
 
Lucille  
Tonfara,
 
Theron
 Fox, 
Martha
 Tinker, 
Dor-
othy
 
Pane,  
Alfred  
Chamberlain,
 
Pearl
 
Kreps,  
Jant 
Nlowlin,
 
Eliza-
beth  
Jaicks(m,
 
Hazel  
Ousberry,
 
Fillmore
 
Gray,  
Dorenda
 Soil,
 
Beryl 
Harris,
 Huth
 
Raymond,  
Florente
 Sears,
 Helen 
Buck,
 Huth 
Sandkuhle.
 Nancy
 
Miller,
 
Mildred
 
Slurgollen,
 
Eleanore  
Enrione,
 
Glenn  
Newhouse,
 Bernice
 /toxic,
 
Rosemary
 
Goodloe,
 Lydia
 Codoni,
 
and 
Mrs.
 l'earl 
Hilps.  
The 
officers 
of Kappa
 Delta 
Pi
 
are:  
Mary
 Lou 
Cermichael,
 
presi-
dent; 
Nellie  
Ball,
 
vice-president;
 
Elsie 
Lochner, 
secretary;
 Ruth 
Nelson,
 rtporter; Jean Hollie,
 his-
torian. 
Miss  Helen 
Patterson
 Talks 
Before
 Education Faculty 
NIiss 'roles of the 
Education 
department,  has 
been
 invited by 
Miss 
Helen  
Patterson,
 
president
 
cif the 
Central
 Coast *Minn 
of
 
the
 California
 
Rural
 
Supervisors  
Association, 
to talk before the as-
socintion 
on Friday. April 28,
 at 
Paso Robles. Tht subject of bliss 
roles' bilk will be "Remedial 
Heading."  
early 
ships, the Sarah Constant, 
Godspeed  and  Discovery.
 
vIpeommommik.
 
, 
. 
Steve  Murdock 
Sports 
Editor 
.PAGE
 
Spartan 
Sports
  
SAN JOSI.. 
1:1111).XY,
 APRIL
 
2S.
 
1933
 
Spartan
 Cinder 
Artists  
Meet 
Olympic Club 
Here 
In 
Dual  Meet 
Tomorrow
 
Club 
Strong  
in 
Field
 
anti
 
Mediocre
 on 
Track;
 
Locals  
Opposite  
--
"GREATS"
 ON 
CLUB
 TEAM
 
Bob 
Jones,
 ex
-Stanford  
Star, 
Will  
Throw  
Discus  
and 
High  
Jump  
Coach
 
Charles
 
Hunter's
 San 
Francisco
 
Olympic
 Club 
manes 
to 
l'helan
 Field 
tomorrow
 
afternoon
 
to 
meet  San 
Jose 
State's
 
Spartans,  
this being
 the final
 
ahowing
 of the
 
Spartans  
on
 the 
local  field. 
'rhe 
first
 event is 
scheduled 
to
 get un-
der 
way  at 
1:45  
o'clock.  
The
 Club, 
composed
 of 
former
 
university
 greats 
 
recent
 and 
old-timers,  
boasts  of a 
formidable
 
collection 
of field 
perfortners
 and 
a 
mediocre  
group  of 
tracksters,
 
while 
Coach  Erwin 
Blesh's 
Spar-
tans 
hold their
 aces on 
the track, 
and have 
strength 
in hut two
 of 
the 
field  
eventsthe
 
javelin  aind 
broad 
jump. 
Picking a 
winner  or installing
 a 
favorite  in the 
coming  meet is a 
task which 
this  writer will 
evade.
 
Ilse two teams 
having strength in 
opposite events, and the 
constant
 
possibility of 
some
 of the Post 
Street "broken -downs"
 sprouting 
new life, all goes to make "callin' 
'em" a job to slay away 
from. 
Club  Has Strong Sprinters 
Sisencer Sparks, 9.8; Fay Love -
ridge, 9.6; 
Ralph  Montague, 9.7. 
Such are the names and best 
times 
of Hunter's 
entries in the 100 
yard 
dash. Looking 
at that line-
up one would 
wonder
 ir any of 
the Spartan sprinters would show 
but there is 
a catch in it. love 
ridge was clocked at 
9.6 three 
long
 years ago and is not capable
 
of coming near that mark now. 
Sparks is good for 9.8.
 Montague, 
who flashed 
for  U. S. F., last 
year, hasn't reached top form 
yet. 
Either Captain 
Doug
 'raylor or 
LOU 
StliViall
 ShIll1h1 Ware 
ill IlliS 
event. 
Sparks took 
first place
 itt 
the 
220 
against  the Golden 
Mars this 
year in 
22.2, but will have to do 
better 
than that or trail
 Taylor 
to the
 tape. 
Mile Good 
The mile event 
will
 bring to-
gether  Glenn 
Harper  of the 
and
 
Bright.  who 
took
 
first against 
California
 earlier in 
the season. 
Ilright, who
 has been clocked
 at 
4:24
 is st heavy 
favorite  here. 
Ilarper's 
best
 lime is 4:30. 
Knight, Sim Jose, and tiordiut,
 
OINiiipie Club, are 
about on a par 
in the 
high stieks. Murphy has 
been  coming 
fast  ill 
highs
 ante is 
likely
 to 
take
 
tooth
 
..f 
the Moot,
 
mentioned favtorites. 
C.cricke
 
of
 the 
Club
 will 
have 
little trouble in winning the two 
mile event. 'Mesh's entries for tne 
race, lionitri. Lyda, II1,1 
Hague,
 
art- far from being i the same 
class as Gericke. 
Chits Strong
 on Field 
If 
such
 stars 
as Bolo 
Jones, 
..,,orge
 
Poole,  111111 
Fred Delierrv
 
put  in an 
appearance
 
tomorroyy  
the Club
 will hare
 a marked
 sli 
periority
 in all 
the field 
events 
except the 
javelin 
and 
brorni
 
jump.
 
In the javelin Sparta's Frank 
Cunningham', who has the best 
mark made on the coast this year, 
a heave of some 212 feet, to his 
credit, ought to emerge victorious 
although he will be provided with 
plenty of competition in the form 
of Clem Friedman, Ofyinpic try-
out finalist. 
'The broad
 jump depends on the 
appearance of 
George
 Marlin, 
stellar 
Club performer. Should 
this gentleman 
accompatt 
team to San Jose a 
battle  is in 
the idling. 
lie  has a mark of 2.4 
feet 9 inches to his 
credit  thi. 
year. as 
contrasted  still'
 the 21 
foot
 leap of 
Spartat's
 captain. 
thong 
Taylor. :Morrison, 
of
 the 
ChM, has leapt
 22 feet 6 inclics,
 
which  foreshadows
 a battle fair 
the
 remaining place 
or
 places 
with San Jose's
 remaining aces, 
Shelitanian
 and 
Ilennett. 
Jones and 
Dellerry
 will give 
the Post 
Street  boys a 
tremenal 
ous 
advantage 
in
 the shot, 
discus, 
and high jump, although
 there is 
a possibility 
of Murphy of 
the lo-
cals horning in on Jones in the 
latter.
 
With Poole and Garrett, both 
of whom have cleared
 13 feet, the 
pole vault also assumes a decided 
Olympic Club hue. 
"Red" NVool, 
ace 
of Sparta's vaulters in the ab-
sence of Jack Prouty, with
 a 
pulled 
muscle, has a mark of 12 
feet 8 inches. 
Spartan  
Hurdler
 
taa us. 
 
 
Noel Knight, Spartan
 hurdler, 
who will 
imatch strides with Gor-
don of the Olympic Club in one 
of the feature races
 here tomor-
row. 
Spartan Swimmers Meet 
Menlo This Evening 
The 
San Jose swim
 team win 
,intitch splashes  with 
Menlo
 
Junior College mermen this 
tvenig at M:00 o'clock in the 
local pool. It 
will  be the final 
appearance of the Spartans in 
their 
home  pool, and us Menbo 
and San 
hose  are nearly equal 
strength, the meet should 
create a large amount of inter-
est. 
Dick
 
Bertrandias
 
Ammt. 
Sporta  Editor 
San  Jose 
Cridders  
In Pacific 
Carnival
 
at Baxter Stadium 
1) 
(;coot 
Taking 35 
Men  to 
Stockton  in 
Hopes 
of 
Victory 
\\ 001, TO 
11E1.1) LOCALS 
Passing,
 Kicking, Blocking, 
and  Relay Baces Will 
Be Featured 
Tomorrow 
morning 
Coach
 
Dud  
tiroot and the men represent-
ing San Jose State
 in the Pacific 
Coast Football Carnival will jour-
ney to 
Stockton to compete 
against the leading football stars 
on the coast in the Baxter Stadi-
um 
on the College of Pacific cam-
pus. De Groot plains
 on taking a 
squad of about 35 men to compete 
in the five 
events that make 
up 
the
 tmiversily class. 
De Groot 
doesn't give 
his boys 
much chance 
In the kickoff for
 
distance,
 as Captain 
Bud Hubbard,
 
the
 man who 
perfaarawd 
in this 
rnipacity
 last fall.
 is out for 
track 
md,
 although 
Blesh has 
consented 
! his 
participating
 in 
the  carni-
%al,  he 
has  done 
no 
practicing  
this 
week,  so 
will 
hardly
 be 
in 
sltape
 for 
the  event. With
 both 
Embury
 and 
Wool in 
the 
punting
 
fur accuracy
 event 
De Groot
 feels 
tliat 
this
 event
 will 
be well 
taken 
care 
or.  
"Wool  
To 
Hubbard"  
The
 old 
"Wool  to 
Hubbard"  
passing
 
duo.  a 
combination
 
many  
ad 
our conference
 
opponents
 will 
m 
wright.
 
last
 
yvai
 
long
 
remember,
 
is De 
Groors
 
best
 
, 
bet  in 
the 
passing  
and 
receiving
 
with the
 Missions, 
seetilS
 tO De,t.011. Bust., 
the Frosh sen. 
up
 there
 
to
 +Ion(
 
with  
file 
satiion,
 
and  
Charlie
 
liaraechi,
 
n 
ton 
Braves.
 Drop
 
around  and
 
star
 
end
 
of
 last
 year,
 also 
loom
 
let Ilarey Ilaritiman tell Non 1, ptntini winners. 
about
 the 
good
 old 
ilaY's
 
I.!'"  
In
 the 
seventy
 
yard
 
clipping
 
ell  
when  
the 
Goat  
and 
NVrin!!!  
ind 
obstacle
 
race  
time 
trials
 
held  
played
 on the saille 
nine. 
\Vednesday,
 
Bill 
Kazarian
 
made  
  'Ile
 
best  
time.
 
Bert 
Watson,
 
Young 
Cunningham
 
Javelin
 
Leader
 
stS0.4.44444!
 
4.04,es   
Fresno  
Man 
Is 
Chief  
Threat
 
By 
Gil 
Bishop
 
Editor's 
Note:
 
'rids
 is Ihe 
fifth
 
of 
a 
series
 
of
 
articles  
by
 
Mr.  
Bishop
 dealing 
vvith 
Far
 
Western
 
Conference
 
trainmen.
 
Another
 
Far 
We.tern  
Confer-
ence 
record
 
w ill
 1.. 
broken  
into
 
little
 
bils
 %las
 6. 
barring 
tin -
foreseen
 
ac.1.1,iits.  Frank 
Cun-
ningham,
 
Sparion
 spear 
sensation,
 
s,. 
ins 
10
 
be
 
destined
 I., hang 
up 
it 
new 
mark in 
the  
jilt  
elin. 
With an 
season  mark 
,d! 
213  
feet, and
 
another  
better
 
than
 
212  
feet
 
against
 
l'euslio,
 
1:1
-auk
 
crack 
the standing
 
rceorti
 .4 
199
 
feet with 
little
 
dillictiny.
 
There  
no one 
else
 
in the 
Conference
 
that
 can
 break
 2110 
feet 
with 
any  
consisteney. 
White  
of
 
Fresno
 
'navy  
crovval  
Cunningham
 
to
 the 
Spartan's
 ut-
most,  the 
Bulldog
 
having
 a mark 
of 199 feet
 to 
his 
credit.  
The
 
Fresno,'  
is the 
only 
other  
man
 in 
the
 
Conference  
who  
has bettered  
the 
record.  
Pacific  
has
 lott 
rtilerell  
who figure to place. t:liallis. for-
mer Poly High star,
 has been 
,row ding 190 
feet
 all season, 
hile Farina, the second of the 
pair, is 
good for 
around
 17:i feel. 
Tta latter has been 
improving by 
limps anti bounds and may sur 
prise by ending 
up 
in
 the 
front 
ranks. 
Sundquist
 .of 
San 
Jose 
has a 
mark  of 
17n 
reel.  
and  if he 
has  a 
good daN. might
 also
 
be 
in 
the 
money. I he Spartan has }Lot 
trouble
 
making
 
use 
of hi, nip 
and 
if
 lie rim get behind tbc 
sto,, 
w add 
better
 
his  record by. many
 
Nvtr:di
 th. 
Col .V.tgies
 and 
Batmen,
 of 
Chico,  
bring ttp Ilie 
rest .4 
the  coadingcnt
 
%villa best 
marks 
of around 
feet.  Thi, 
does not figure to place in the 
final 
results.  although
 
Itaimells
 
did 
far better  than 
this 
in 11132. 
Cunningham,  
%Vint.%  
Challis,
 
Farina,
 Smuljust 
these look 
to 
be 
the 
best
 bets to 
finish in 
the eitv-
ideal
 spots. 
brush
 
captain
 
last
 
year,  
and 
Sam-
my 
Felwe,
 
also
 
looked
 
good
 
at 
c% 
ent.  
As 
there
 
is
 no 
basis  
comparisonthis
 
being  
the
 
first
 
time  
such
 a 
race
 
has  
been 
laclal--We
 
can
 
make  
no 
predictions
 
111 
10 
Itill's
 
fate.  
Relay
 
Race
 
The 
relay.
 a 
fame
-man
 
shuttle
 
event,  
demands
 a 
quiek  
start
 
anal
 
handling
 
of
 the
 
ball  
as 
well
 as 
speed.
 
The  
trials
 
for 
this 
will  
be 
held
 
this
 
afternoon.
 
Ind 
De
 
Groot
 
thinks
 
that  
the 
team
 
will
 
probably
 be 
Hubbard,
 
Wool,
 
Fe-
lice.
 and
 
Barr.
 
1. 
Punting
 
for  
acetiracy:
 
Barr.
 
Litibury
 
 Ina
 
Bose.
 
Wool.
 
2. 
for 
distance:
 Hub-
gard,
 
Boulder,
 
Wolfe,
 
Wool.  
:I. 
limping
 
and
 
obstacle
 race:
 
%Vinson,
 
Kelley,
 
Sand
-
hob. 
1,11..e.
 
Wolfe,
 
Du 
Bose. 
1. 
Aid  
receiving
 
eVeril:
 
,toti
 
Hose 
anti
 
Il.tr.tt-t 
t 
mill
 
11111011in,
 
anti  
litter
 
Alla  
Jennings.
 
Kellogg  
HMI
 M'olfe. 
5. 
Relay  
race:
 
The  
leani  1., be 
chosen
 
front
 the 
following:
 flub
-
bard.
 Wool,
 
1:elire,
 
Darr,  W'olfe, 
Sinolliol.11,
 
Beers,
 
IM
 Hose, 
Nor-
enson,
 
Tabbro.
 
M.1.1.aelitan,
 Pura,
 
Ilaraechi,
 
Loughlin.
 
10/ariall,
 
allti  
a host of 
s. 
Spartan
 
Spasms
 
By
 
Murdock
 
and
 
Bishop
 
Turn
 
out  
to
 
the
 
Olympic
 
CI
 
meet.
 
It 
is 
seldom
 
that
 
mud
 
"big
 
time"  
outfit
 
comes
 
to
 
S 
Jose.
 
and
 
the  
occasion
 
of
 
th
 
appearance
 
ought
 
to 
aollitte.
 
interest
 
among
 
the  
local
 
ft
 
With
 
such
 
stars
 
1111
 
Bob
 
.101
 
George
 
Poole,  
Fred
 
haft
 
Spencer
 
Sparks.
 
Ralph
 
Mott
 
gue,
 
Fay  
Loveridge,
 
Clem
 
Frn  
.man.
 
and 
Kenny
 
Bright
 
scla
 
uled  
to 
appear,
 
the
 
meet
 
onj 
to 
be
 
interesting
 
even
 
if
 
it: 
not
 
close
 
in 
poitit
 
score.
 
 
 
. 
Due  
to 
the 
uncertainly
 
01 
personnel
 
of 
the
 
Olympic
 
leant,  
your  
favorite
 
dope  
are
 not 
coming  
out
 
with
 
a 
sheet  
this  
week.  
We
 
are
 
all
 our
 
(morales
 
for
 
the  
Western
 
Conference,
 
whi
 
can
 
readily  
he 
seen,
 
requires
 
highest sort
 of 
mental
 
condi
 
In 
fact,  
attempting
 
to 
dope 
Far
 
Western
 
Conferenee
 
second
 
014.  
for  
pure 
idioc
 
the attempt
 of 
certain
 
Sant!
 
risco
 
scribes
 
to
 
dope
 
the 
last  
summer.
 
 
. 
 
The 
hurdle  
races 
between
 
don 
of 
the 
Club  and 
Knight
 
51urphy
 of the 
locals
 
ought(
 
rip -snorters.
 
Comparative
 
indicate  
the 
men  
to 
he 
of t 
equal
 caliber, and
 
there
 
an
 
ing 
prettier
 to 
watch,
 in 
(opinion,
 than 
a 
closely
 con 
hurdle
 
race.  
Murphy
 
hu 
improving
 by 
leaps and
 
in the 
highs, 
and  Knight,
 
somewhat
 
erratic  in 
the till 
siert+, ham
 been 
consistently  
in the lows. 
Under 
the  pressure of 
class 
competition in 
the 
Clem 
Friedman,
 Frank 
ham may get the old jar 
to a really SeliSilliOnal 
IlloreOW.
 l'he 
Spartan s  
been consistent around 201. 
all season, antl, when p 
has always responded
 s 
splendid
 throw. 
All 
we 
that this 
consistency  
holds 
until 
the 
Conference.
 
The 
(ling boy 
is
 
admittedly
 
for Rowland's 
record,
 and 
our 
bet that,
 
conditions
 
ting, he will 
get  it. 
. 
. . 
With
 the 
Stanford.l..
 
meet 
as
 
precedent,
 
Sparta.
 
lett,  
are  
going  
to 
be
 
I!!'"  
tv of 
chances
 
to 
"come
 
dna
 
in 
the Conference
 
Meet
 
It 
hence.
 A few 
performanen
 
those 
at 
Stanford
 
last
 
teek
 
the old 
trophy
 
will
 
he 
Intone. It's 
going
 
to 
be 
close. 
'Hie 
sensational
 
pert.
 
of 
Robinson 
of 
Fresno
 
half
 mile 
against
 
Sacra
 
last 
Saturday
 
is 
absolutely
 
worst 
news
 
that
 
bas
 
come
 
the 
Cily
 
this
 
!year.
 
instal  did 
not
 
compete
 
a 
the
 locak
 
due
 
1,1  
stelilless,
 
Mesh  
%Viol
 
figuring
 
on
 
labile:  
points  
in
 
the  
two
 
lap
 
sede
 
Now  
the  
picture
 
is
 
all
 
ines
 
and  
things
 
don't
 
look
 
sn 
h!!!it
 
the  
sons
 
of
 
Sparta.
 
Ileres
 
chance
 
for
 
"come
 
through"r11
 
ber
 
one.
 
Toomey,
 
the
 
deaf
 
miler
 
1 
Sac  
'lenient°,
 
is
 
improcaiazdH
 
leaps
 
and  
hOliii(k.
 
Ile
 
r 
I. 
against
 
Fresno.
 
which
 
is 
up
 
with  
the
 
best
 
mile
 
lime
 
1111
 
the 
coast
 
this
 
year.
 
